
Pattern and instructions 
for ages 6 to 106.



Make some of these neato ornaments out of felt and decorate them with bits of trim 
and ribbon scraps. Depending on how wild you go with the decorations, this project 
could take anywhere from 10 minutes to 10 hours.

What you'll need:

• scraps of felt
• sewing thread
• materials for decoration - scraps of felt, bits of ribbon and trim, buttons, 

embroidery thread, etc.
• 5 inch piece of ribbon or rickrack for a hanging loop

I used a sewing machine, but you could do all the steps by hand if you prefer.

Ready? Let's sew!

Step 1
Print out the pattern at 100%. There are two pages. I like to trace my patterns onto 
cereal box cardboard - it makes them easy to trace around.

Step 2
Choose an ornament shape and trace it onto two layers of felt. Cut out both layers.

Step 4
Decorate the front of your ornament. You can see a gallery of ideas and inspiration at 
http://www.flickr.com/groups/neato_ornaments. You can even go totally crazy and 
decorate the back of your ornament too - don't hold back!

Step 5
Layer your ornament front and back together - line up the edges as closely as 
possible. Pin.

Step 6
Fold your ribbon strip in half to make a loop. Tuck the raw ends into the top of your 
ornament between the two layers and pin in place.

Step 7
Sew the ornament together all the way around the edge using less than 1/4 inch seam 
allowance. You want to stitch pretty close to the edge - but not so close that you don't 
catch both layers in your stitching!

Step 8
Step back and give yourself a pat on the back. Take pictures of your ornaments and 
post them to that gallery that inspired you - who knows what your own work will 
inspire! Hang them on your tree and attach them to all your packages. Accept praise 
graciously. Make more because this project was really fun. 

Happy sewing!
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